Governments worldwide have pledged trillions of dollars for economic recovery from the crisis triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic. Without a targeted approach, these recovery programs can lead to a lock-in of high-carbon technologies. This would block the transformation toward climate neutrality that is necessary to prevent a climate crisis. The Group of 20 (G20) should implement the following policy measures:

- Remove fossil fuel subsidies within three years.
- Target tax rebates and subsidy programs on labor-intensive, low emissions technology.
- Introduce policies to promote the continuation of behavioral changes acquired during the pandemic regarding online communication, meeting, and teaching tools.
- Regulate tourism providers to achieve zero emissions.
- Establish the infrastructure for low-carbon land transport and energy supply.

Challenge

Hundreds of thousands of people have died from COVID-19, millions are infected, and hundreds of millions have lost their jobs. The COVID-19 pandemic has led to an unprecedented and precipitous shutdown of social and economic activities around the world. Never before in modern times have schools and borders been closed almost everywhere, and international travel grounded to a halt. Owing to the massive reduction in demand for fossil fuels, at the bottom of the crisis, fossil fuel prices became negative. The crisis has led to huge impacts on livelihoods, and triggered emergency policies by governments on a war-like footing, as they try to cushion the adverse economic effects and sustain citizens and businesses alike. Within a few weeks, several trillion dollars of public money were pledged as emergency and recovery support. The COVID-19 crisis has relegated the concerns related to climate change that had reached a historical high with the Fridays for Future movement in 2019 to a lower level of saliency as people have been struggling for survival.

The crisis has led to direct and indirect reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, which had reached up to 18% globally in early April 2020 (Le Quéré et al. 2020). However, as shutdowns are being lifted, emissions are increasing again. In some sectors, they are likely to cross pre-crisis
levels. Some countries (e.g., Indonesia and Vietnam) have ramped up the construction of coal-fired power plants, while others (e.g., Spain) have closed their last plants. The fall in oil prices and freezing of company investments are detrimental to renewable energy and energy efficiency investments. Fear of infection in public transport has led to a modal shift to private cars.

Many observers fear that recovery policies may “lock in” high emissions technologies for decades and lead to a level of public debt that may not allow governments to underwrite greenhouse gas mitigation policies in the future. This is because the incumbent mature technologies are more attractive for recovery programs that need to show rapid results. This was the case in recovery programs after the 2008-2009 financial crisis, where despite lofty statements in most countries, investments in high-carbon technologies were supported (Hepburn et al. 2020).

The world should treat COVID-19 as a wake-up call. The crisis can be seen as an “instantaneous” version of the climate change crisis (Pereira da Silva 2020). The climate crisis is global in character and needs a scientific, rational approach with the strong engagement of governments for its solution. The threat to each human and each economy is not as directly visible as it is in the COVID-19 crisis. Stark differences in vulnerability are seen in the context of COVID-19, where young people are less likely to be affected than old ones. These differences also exist in climate change, where low lying coastal areas and tropical regions will be affected more than others, and old people are more likely to die because of heatwaves than young ones. The measures taken to control the spread of COVID-19 are strikingly similar to those that climate activists have been demanding for decades: less travel, work, production, and consumption (Leven and Overwijk 2020). However, the impacts show that climate-friendly recovery needs to be designed very carefully.

The COVID-19 crisis has also shown that cooperation between governments remains a challenge and can even be elusive when national security is at stake. However, the crisis also shows how absolutely essential multilateral cooperation is, if mankind is to overcome its biggest challenges, including climate change.

Proposal

A climate-friendly recovery program from the COVID-19 crisis needs to build on four pillars, which are derived from the desire to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). These have been heavily impacted by the COVID-19 crisis and are likely to be impacted similarly in the future if the climate crisis is not addressed properly. Recovery programs need to prove that they are in line with the objective of the Paris Agreement (Art. 4). Namely, achieving a balance of anthropogenic emissions by sources and removal by sinks of greenhouse gases in the second half of the century, which is generally interpreted to mean that society needs to become “climate neutral.” Therefore, the integrated concept of a circular carbon economy through the 4Rs—namely reduce the amount of carbon entering the economy; reuse carbon without chemical conversion; recycle carbon with chemical conversion; and remove excess carbon from the atmosphere—and all types of zero greenhouse gas technologies need to be promoted through climate-friendly recovery programs. At the same time, efforts to eliminate wasteful consumption need to be strengthened.

The first pillar of a climate-friendly recovery strategy is the ability to create jobs quickly. Research has consistently shown that the labor intensity of renewable energy technologies and energy efficiency improvements is higher than that of emission intensive technologies. The skill level required for many of these jobs is not very high. This means that expensive and lengthy retraining measures are not required (see IEA 2020 for a discussion on the labor intensity of all kinds of energy technologies). This applies especially for energy efficiency as found by Hepburn et al. (2020). Governments should thus set up incentives for individual and company investments in such labor-intensive technologies. For many kinds of technology, the incentive level can be relatively limited, given the rapid cost decreases achieved over the last few years (IRENA 2020). Financing of this initiative should be based on the elimination of fossil fuel subsidies, which is made easier by the low fossil fuel prices generated by the COVID-19 crisis (Burke et al. 2020). Proper policy design is critical to prevent rebound effects, limit market distortion, and ensure additionality of public funding (Agrawala et al. 2020).

A second pillar aims at preserving behavioral changes acquired during the pandemic. While before the pandemic, business and conference travel as well as commuting for education and jobs were seen as indispensable, the rapid adaptation to home office and online communications and meeting tools surprised many. The perennialization of this behavior through dedicated incentives and improved technologies (Spence 2020) can lead to far lower travel intensity and related reduction in emissions, while simultaneously improving the quality of life of citizens. This would be in line with the observations of Bodenheimer and Leidenberger (2020) who treated the crisis as an opportunity for a transition to sustainability. International conferences, including those held under the United Nations Framework
A third pillar should be massive dedicated government investments into technology clusters that are crucial for achieving a low-carbon transition. The window of opportunity for such programs is short, given that after the crisis is over, austerity is likely to prevail for decades, unless public debt is "paid off" through inflation. As the Korean Green New Deal of 2009 shows (Agrawala et al. 2020), large investments can yield large benefits. Candidates for such technology clusters are zero-emission vehicles and the value chain for "green" and "blue" hydrogen.

A fourth pillar relates to the use of space technology and satellite remote sensing in dealing with the COVID-19 crisis and recovery from it. During the crisis, such technology has played a major role in identifying and monitoring impacts of the pandemic, leading to a reduction in emissions. It also allows tracking of lifestyle changes and enables speedy reactions when problematic trends are detected, such as the shift in traffic modes and patterns toward more greenhouse gas intensive ones. A far-reaching availability of data allows better targeting of policies and the monitoring, reporting, and verification of emissions. For example, misreporting of crucial emissions sources such as fugitive ones from the natural gas production chain can be significantly reduced by space-based monitoring.

Proposal #1: G20 states should launch an initiative for fossil fuel subsidy removal and reallocation of funding to climate-friendly, highly labor-intensive recovery policies:

For 2017, global fossil fuel subsidies were estimated at $5.2 trillion, over 6% of the GDP (IMF 2019). The low level of fossil fuel prices presents an ideal opportunity to remove fossil fuel subsidies, as the impact of subsidy removal on recipients will be minimal. Subsidy removal should be directly earmarked for labor-increasing government policies in a manner that can provide direct support for the social groups that have benefited from the fossil fuel subsidy to date. G20 countries should declare the joint removal of all fossil fuel subsidies within three years and earmark the proceeds for climate-friendly technology demonstration and infrastructure investments with high labor intensity.

Proposal #2: G20 states should publish a catalogue of climate smart technologies for consumption subsidies.

G20 member states should coordinate their consumption subsidy programs to exclude high emission technologies. A good precedent is the German program of limiting car purchase subsidies to electric vehicles. Ideal low-carbon subsidy programs would apply to vehicles, household appliances, and building refurbishment. Governments should accelerate the impacts of such subsidies through coordinated bulk procurement programs for technologies with the highest cost reduction potential. SMEs should be ensured of access to these programs.

Proposal #3: G20 "low travel on the job" policy initiative

This initiative should coordinate policy instruments that facilitate the continued use of home office and online meeting technologies. These policies should include tax incentives for equipment and software, while reducing incentives for commuting and business travel. These should be complemented by ensuring compatibility among various online resources, and coordination among institutions in specific sectors, such as higher education. Countries should invest in modern home-schooling technologies (and train teachers and pupils with respect to this) to increase resilience to potential future pandemics. These policies should be designed to limit the need for travel, and can be combined with other policies such as a four-day work week that can both limit travel and create more jobs. Once successful, they can spawn additional policies to limit wasteful consumption through modern information technologies.

Proposal #4: G20 zero emissions tourism initiative

This initiative should support high value-added tourism that reduces the impact of greenhouse gases per tourism dollar spent and offsets the remaining carbon footprint. The aim is to allow growth in tourism revenues even if the number of trips are reduced. A good example for high value-added, low-impact tourism (excluding the flight reaching the country) is Bhutan, which levies a high daily tourism fee while providing high quality tourist services. Similarly, Seychelles has limited the number of hotel rooms, and this has led to high average profits per night sold. Both countries have protected large shares of their areas and have each gained the reputation of being an "unspoiled paradise." G20 governments should set regulatory requirements to the effect that travel service providers must calculate their carbon footprint and publish it in the form of emissions intensity labels, while also offsetting the emissions.

Proposal #5: G20 low-carbon land transport modes initiative

The establishment of full infrastructure for low-carbon transport would be an ideal multi-year recovery program. It should include public investment in the distribution infrastructure for hydrogen as a transport fuel and recharging stations for electric vehicles. This initiative would be highly synergetic with the one to invest along the entire value chain of "green" and "blue" hydrogen, as described in detail in PB07 "Promoting carbon-neutral hydrogen through UNFCCC and national-level policies" of TF2. This can be modeled on the German green hydrogen public investment program of 2009 to 2013 (G20 Germany 2019).
Proposal #6: G20 should strengthen international climate policy and carbon market instruments at the national and global levels

COVID-19 can have negative effects on the process of implementation of the Paris Agreement and related market-based instruments for greenhouse gas mitigation at national and global levels. At the national level, plans to strengthen nationally determined contributions and market mechanisms have been shelved and prices of emissions allowances have fallen. At the global level, the process of defining detailed rules for the mechanisms under Article 6 of the Paris Agreement has been stalled. Thus, we propose a G20 initiative titled “Markets for climate protection,” with four components. First, a middle ground proposal for the finalization of rules in pursuit of Article 6 at the UNFCCC COP 26 in 2021. Second, an initiative to enhance the ambitions of nationally determined contributions to be communicated in 2020. Third, a coordinated floor price for national carbon market mechanisms. Finally, a capacity-building initiative aimed at countries outside the G20 to establish new market mechanisms or strengthen existing ones.

Proposal #7: G20 smart space technology initiative

During the pandemic, scarcity of real-time data on key impacts such as emissions has been spotlighted. A coordinated approach to generation, processing, and publication of key data showing planetary health would enable real-time policy responses to crises, including climate change. Space technology offers a reliable and timely source of time-series data on the environment, weather, greenhouse gases, air pollution, etc. Such data are directly related to climate change, allowing for an evidence-based approach to climate change issues and impacts.

We recommend the development of an interactive platform that can comprehensively integrate and present satellite information and remote sensing data provided by space agencies and authorities of G20 countries. The purpose of such a platform would be the presentation of global information before the pandemic, during the lockdown period, and in the post-lockdown recovery stage. Such a platform can facilitate the comparison of the three periods, and can serve as a basis to ensure that economic recovery plans from the pandemic preserve positive behavioral changes acquired during the pandemic. These have led to a decrease in direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions, and positive impacts on other SDGs. Furthermore, the platform could be used to monitor the new post-pandemic lifestyle and its impacts on the environment, thus allowing for the assessment of these climate change impacts. Finally, it should be used to monitor, report, and verify national-level greenhouse gas emissions. The past has shown that important emissions categories such as methane emissions from natural gas production, processing, and transport as well as emissions of potent industrial gas are underreported in national greenhouse gas inventories (see e.g. Alvarez et al. 2018).

Key recommendations

2. G20 climate smart technology consumption subsidy initiative: Make technologies of the future attractive for citizens and businesses.
6. G20 smart space technology initiative: Ensure real-time monitoring of key variables related to public health and climate, including national greenhouse gas emissions.
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